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Resume 

Basic information： 

Name： Xu Yanmei Sex： female 

 

Age： 24 Birthplace： HuBei-Wuhan 

Education 

background： 

Graduate 

student 

Major： Compter 

technology 

Email： 634580659@qq.com 

 

Educatin experience： 

08.09—12.06 Wuhan university of luojia college 

 Major in computer science&technology during this period 

13.09—15.06 North nationalities university 

 Major in computer science&technology during this period 

 

Personal honor： 

2009.11  obtain the title of outstanding student candres 

2009.12  get the scholarship of luojia college 

2010.12  get the scholarship of luojia college 

2011.03  pass the CET6 

2011.11  obtain the title of outstanding student candres 

2011.12  gets the scholarship of luojia college 
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Personal bobbies： 

   I like listening to music very much,in my spare time,i have taken many 

times to music.Whatsmore,i am keen on Jazz,i have learnt Jazz for two 

years,but almost a green hands。Sometimes,i read something about daily 

news,i want to know what is happening around the world. 

Experience: 

      2012.04-2012.05  i was trained at WuHan BeyondSoft of software 

test 

      2013.04-2013.05  i participated in the course of intelligent 

robot,it was an honor for me  that Dr G Venkatesh was my teacher during 

these days. 

      Venkatesh is a researcher and developer in the field of robotic 

in India,with 32 years of experience,who has been teaching acrross 

India.According to Dr G Venkatesh robotics is a very boring subject as 

of now in colleges as it stresses on higher mathematics and very little 

hands-on training.  

      During these days,i was a member who came from PP Team,i enjoyed 

the days with Dr G Venkatesh。 Whatsmore,our team had finished the 

underwater robot.Although,the robot we made wasn’t good enough and had 

many problems remained to be solved,we all felt proud of ourselves. 

  

 

Self-assessment： 

   I am  enthusiastic, sociable, cheerful and with perfect operational 

ability. And I have good communication skills, adaptable, quick, active, 
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flexible, love innovation! I am very focused on improving myself, adapt 

to different needs. In school, I often participate in various activities, 

and served as student leaders, through these exercises, I already have 

a certain amount of social skills, and have excellent organizational and 

coordination skills.  

 

 

 

 


